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EFFECT OF HINGE-MOMENT PARAMETERSION ELEVATOR
STICK FORCES IN RAPID MANE*RS

By ROBEIiTT. JONRSmd HARRYGREENBERG

SUMMARY

The importance of the 8tickform per unit normal acceleration
ax a m“ti”on of longitudinal stability and the critical depend-
emx of thti gradient on elevatorhinge-momentparanwten ham
been 8hown in prerno?Mrepoti.. % pre$ent report C0n$inU43
the investigation m“th 8pecid rejerence to tramient e~ects jor
maneuver8Of8hortduration.

Tlw analysi8 made 8howed that di~erent combirmtiorwof
ekvator parameter8 which give tti 8ame stick jorce per unit
ac.cderm%min turns give widely dij$erentjorce cm-idiom during
the entti8 into and recowries from 8teady turn+?and during
maneuver8of 8h0rtdurtiion such m abrupt pd-up8. A wm-
bination of rel.aiivelylarge negativevdLe8 oj the re8toringtend-
ency Obband the$Oati~ tendenq cb=t, approaching th08e of
an unbahzd elevator,resultsin a 8tickjorce thatis h@h duriq
tlu initial 8tageoj a pull+Lpand then decnmm, and may even
rever8e,as tti acceleratwni8 reducedat the end oj the mmaeuwr.
The stick jorce per unit accelerationti greaterfor abrupt than

for gradual control movements.
Ij the n.eg~ive due of C26is reducedso that the corrapond-

‘ing due Of ~A~lbewmea 81i@!.?ypositive, the rever8d ojjorce
may be elimina&dand thejorce may be broughinearly in plme
un”ththe acceleration. There h a limit to the permissible reduc-
thn Ojthe vahL+?Oj& however,became ~ Ch$ ap~o~~g ~o

the stickjorce per unit accelerationmay becomelowerjar abrupt
thunfor gradual muneuver8and may thm lead to un.dmirably
low stickforc~ at the beginning oj & maneuver.

INTRODUCTION

The stick force per unit normal acceleration as meamred
in steady turns or pull-outs, which was proposed as a cri-
terion of longitudinal handling in reference 1, is now gen-
erally accepted as a basic measure of longitudinal stabfity.
The critical dependence of this stick~force gradient on ele-
vator hinge-moment parameters and on mass unbalance of
the control system was shown in reference 2. It was found
that a given stick-force gradient can be obtained by any of a
series of combinations of these parametxm satisfying certain
prescribed relations.

l?urthix consideration of the problem and some recent
flight experience, however, have shown the need for inves-
tigating the transient effects that occur during the change
from steady unaccelerated flight to steady accelerated flight.
These transient effects cause a differenm between the stick-
force gradients in a steady turn and in a maneuver of short
duration such as a pull-up.

The purpose of the present report is to investigate the

variation of elevator stick force and normal acceleration
during the transition interval preceding the steady turn and
ako during turns or pull-ups of short duration. The effect
of combinations of hinge-moment parameters is considered;
each combination is chosen to give the same stick-force
gradient in a steady maneuver. Time histories of the stick
force and normal acceleration are found for predetermined
variations of elevator deflection. An attempt is made to
explain and to suggest a remedy for the large variations of
stick force with time observed during pull-ups of short dura-
tion on different airplanea in flight. A previous analysis,
somewhat similar to the present one, was made in England
(reference 3) but included a smaller range of hinge-moment
parameters.
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SYMBOLS

aspect ratio of wing
wing span

()elevator hinge-moment coeflickmt -$&

(7t
airplane lift coefficient —

qs
pitch~-moment coefYi&nt about airplane

(

Pitching
center of gravity

)
moment

qsc
wing chord
elevator chord
difh’ential operator (d/d8)
stick force, pounds
cases representing particular combinations of

hinge-moment parameters

()dF,
stick-force gradient in maneuvers ~

acceleration of gravity
hinge moment; positive when tends to 10VW

elevator
mass moment of elevator control system about

elevator hinge; positive when tendB to lower
elevator

radius of gyration of airplane about Y-axis
tail length, half-chords
maw of airplane
normal acceleration per g of airplane due to

curvature of flight path; accelerometer reading
minus component of gravi~ force

dynamic pressure
wing area
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elevator area
distance traveled, hal-chords (2 Vt/c)
period of elevator motion
time
independent variable used in Duhamel’s integral
velocity
distance between center of gravi@ and aero-

dynamic center; positive when stable
deflection of elevator per unit movement of

stick, radians per foot
angle of attack, radians
rmgle of attack at tail, radians
deflection of elevatar; positive downward
angle of pitch of airplane
root of stability equation
airplane-density parameter (m/P5’t)

mass density of air

Subscript:

nwx maximum
Subscripts a, Da, D2a, at, Do, ~, and Da indicate deriva-

tives; for example, C=~O= %“ A dot over a symbol indicates

differentiation with respect to time.

METHOD OF ANALYSIS

The following assumptions are made in the pr~ent analysis:
(1) Variation in forward speed is negligible
(2) Stability derivatives are constant; that is, any possible

nonlinearity of coefficients is negligible
(3) Effects of power are negligible
(4) Effects of control-@am moment of inertia are

negligible
(5) Control-@.em mass unbalance is all located at air-

plano center of graviw
The equations of motion of an airplane subjected to a

prcm.ribed elevator motion can be obtained from reference 2.
If forward speed is assumed constant, there are three equa-
tions of motion. The first two equations detwmine the
motion of the airplane if the control motion is speciiied.
The third equation de-w the hinge-moment coefficient,
which depends on the motion of the control surface and the
airplane. These equations me

(%+2A@)a-2A@o=0(;)

(C=a+C~.aD+C~@~.W)a+ (C~m–2A&’D)DO=- C~,6 (2)

[C*=+ (C,.~D–h)D+C,.,=D%+ (C,m+h)DO
+ (C,,+ C,~)6=Ch (3)

Equations (1) and (2) are used to solve for a in terms of 6.
The solution can be expr~ed in determinant form as

a —2APCar8 (4)—=
8

cLa
~+ 2A@l —2AP

I

ICm=+CmDaD+Crn@=D2 c.D,–2AJlk=’D

If 8 is given as a function of time, the solution for a is found
by the method of operational calculus as follows: IErst a is
found for a unit ohange in 6. This solution is obtained from

—2APC.8
a= F(D) [

. .2APCma E&)+& 1 (6
where F(D) is the determinant given in equation (4) and
x represents the roots of F(p) =0. The solution for a
(equation (5)) may be denoted by Z(8). The value of a for
a given variation of 6 is then given by Duhamel’s integral,
which is

LY=a(s)a(o)+Jaeu)m) du

By a similar procedure DO can be found for a prescribed
variation of 3. The angle of attack at the tail oan then be
found from

ai=~ a+lhD6

The normal acceleration, which is considered positive up-
ward, is proportional to the change in angle of attack a and
is giVSIl by

Vz CL=

‘=~ 2AP a

The value of the stick force oan be obtained by substituting
the derived values of a and DO and the given value of 6 in
the hinge-moment equation (equation (3)). The relation
between the stick force and C, is simply

F,=; p~&@fi :

The assumed variation of elevator deflection with time is
illustrated in figure 1 and can be represented analytically by

(
Ll=bm= ;—; T
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The” calculations were made for a pu@t airplane for five
different combinations of the hinge-moment parametam
~h.~j ofi~}and h; for three different durations of the maneuver
T; and for three diflerent center-of-gravity locdions. These
five diderent combinations of the hinge~moment parameters
were selected to give, for one center-of-gravity location, the
same stick-force gradient in a steady turn, as determined by
the formula for stick-force gradient in a gradual pull-up or
stsndy turn given in reference 2, which is

The locus of points in the C*a,Ch3plane corresponding to
a value of the stick-form gradient of 5 pounds per g and a
center-of-gravity location 7% percent chord ahead of the
aerodynamic center is shown in iigure 2 for a mass-balanced
and also for a maw-unbalanced elevator. The amount of
unbalance corresponding to the line marked h=5 would
require a pull of 15 pounds on the control stick for balance.
The five points marked F,, . . . F, reprwent the com-
binations of the hinge-moment pfiameters used in the
calculations.

NUMERICAL VALUES USED IN ANALYSIS

The following parameters were used in the analysis:
c~----------.------------------:----------------------- 4.3
#------------------------------------------------------- 12.5
A------------------------------------------------------ 6
Cma-------------------------------- –0.348, –0.195, or –0.0464
Z~eG------------------------------------- 0.075c,0.042c,m O.OIC
c! --------------------------------------------------- –8.9

c=~a------::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::-
23.2

c mw ------ – 15.3
ky, haU+hor&------------------------------------------- 1.5
c ---------------------------------------------------- –1.64
lk~half-chorti ------------------------------------------- 6.6
d6/&, radfan of elevator motion per foot of stick travel ------- 0.6
Ch~------------------------------------------------- o.H4c&

ahm ------------------------------------------------- 3.22Ck’

ch$=---------------------------------------------- –lo.55c%:

cbD8----- ------------------------------------------ –1

The following dimensions and density were assumed:
c, fmt-------------------------------------------------- 7
c,, fmt-------------------------------------------------- 2
S,, squarofmt ------------------------------------------- 30
p,slug/cu ft; at altitude of 10,000feet--------------------- 0.00176

The foregoing airplane derivatives are for an airplane
having a wing loading of 30 pounds per square foot. Five
combintitions of hinge-moment parameters selected to give a
stick-force gradient of 5 pounds per g in a steady pull-up
when the center-of-gravity location is 7% percent chord ahead
of the aerodynamic center (see fig. 2) are as follows:

m

.2.

,/ , / , , !/ , 1 I
I A A I -.2

-.6 -. + -2
Resto~?ng tendency, Ch6

T/ o

Fmwrm2—Lfnenof mnshntWok-formgradientshowfngmmbinntiomof biqt-moment
w’fuIM~ *. F==fiIMUIKISpermsH.-O.O75h

All these values were used in calculating the variation in
stick force during a maneuver for %...= 0.075c. For quali-
tative comparison, case .FI may be taken to represent a nor-
mal elevator with a fairly high trailing tendency and a
moderati amount of bluntaose inse&hinge balance. The
characteristics of F1 or Fs could be achieved by the use of a
sharp-nose inset-hinge balance, a horn balance, or a beveled
tmiling edge; F, combines a large amount of inset&inge bal-
ance with a bobw-eight at the control stick; F6 is the case in

which the stick force is due entirely to the bobweight. Two
more-rearward center-of-gravity locations (z=...= 0.042c and
O.OIC) were also assumed, and the stick force in maneuvers
was worked out for cases Fl, F3, and F5.

RESULTS

CSIrvw of stick force and normal acceleration for a varying
elevator deflection are shown in @ures 3,4, and 5 for T=4,
2, and 1 seconds, respectively, for V=400 miles per hour,
and for za...=075c5c. In these curves, the stick force for F,
reaches a maximum value before the peak acceleration and
reverses direction in the latter part of the cycle. This effect
becomes more pronounced as the duration of the maneuver
becomes shorter. The curves for Fx, F*, F,, and F5 show- a
progressively smaller phase difference between the stick force
and the acceleration. The stick-force curve for F, is most
nearly in phase with the acceleration curve.

The eilect of center-of-gravity location on the stick-force
gradient in steady turns or pull-ups can be shown in diagrams
of the type of figure 2. Figure 6, for example, shows that the
“maneuver point” (e.g. location for zero stick force per g) for
case F1 is 4.2 percent chord ahead of the aerod~amic center
(point where Cma––0). For center-of-gravity locations behind
the maneuver point, the stickforce gradient for case F1 is
negative. The stick forces for Fs and F5, however, are un-
ailected by center-of-gravity location.

The time histories of the stick forces in a 2-second maneu-
ver for the cases shown in figure 6 for z=.G.=0.042c and O.OIC
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are plotted in figures 7 and 8. In figure 7, the stick force
corresponding to F1 (e.g. at maneuver point) is positive at
first and then reverses and becomes negative. The maxi-
mum values of the positive and negative forces are approxi-
mately equal. As the center of gravity is moved behind the
maneuver point for F1 (fig. 8), the negative mtium force
is greater than the positive; this increase would be expec~d
since a negative force is required to hold the airplane in a
stendy turn. The stick forces for FS and FCrerimin positive.
The elevator deflection required ta produce a given acceilew
tion, however, decreases as the center of gravity moves

‘=~~e speed has no effect on the shape of the stick-
force and acceleration curves, if compressibility effects are
neglected and if the product of speed and duration of maneu-
ver is held constant; for example, the shape of the curves of
figures 3 to 5 is unchanged if the speed is halved and the
duration is doubled. The effect of increasing speed there-
fore is the same as the eflect of increasing duration in the
emne ratio.

DISCUSSION

Before the various elevator cases and degrees of stabili~
for whi& the competitions were made are discussed, it
appema desirable to explain the effects of the separate param-

Time, t, sec

FmuaB L—Stfckformandnerrna.1acdaratfonduetomridelevatormotion. T-2 mmn~
V-w *pm bermz... -O.O7W

etera that combine to give the resultant elevator forces in
pull-ups. These effects, aa already stated, are the varimtion
of hinge-moment coefEcient with elevator deflection, as
indicatid by Cha; the variation of hinge-moment coefficient
with angle of attack at the tail, as indicated by Chat; the

variation of hinge moment with angular velocity of the
elevator about its hinge; the mass unbalance (bobweight
effect); and the effective moment of inertia of the elevator
system.

Because. prelimimwy computations indicated that the
inertia of the elevator system had a negligible effect on the
stick force for the shortest maneuver aasumed, it was
neglected in the analysis. For airplanes larger than the one
considered in this report and for other special cases, inertia
of the elevator system may be an important factor.

The iuiluence of the important parameters is shown in
figure 9, which gives a breakdown of the factors contributing
to the stick-force curve for case F, in figure 5. Case .F4was
chosen because it was the only condition in which all the
parametem were combined.

Figure 9 shows that the effect of C*8is to produce a com-
ponent of stick force in phase with elevator deflection. The
magnitude of this component of the stick force depends
solely on the elevator deflection at a given speed and is
independent of the duration of the maneuver.
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The normal acceleration produwd by the elevator de-
creases as the duration of the maneuver is made shorter.
The stick force per unit acceleration due to the C,a term
therefore increases as the maneuver becomes more rapid.

The effect of the mass unbalance of a bobweight is to
contribute a component of force that is in phase with and
sohdy dependent on the normal acceleration of the airplane.
The stick-force gradient due to the bobweight is therefore
independent of duration of maneuver. Although figure 9
deals with amass unbalance that tends to depress the -g
edge of the elevator, in the general case the unbalance may
be of the opposite sign so that push instead of pull forces
resmlt.

The effect of C*=, is similar to that of the bobwaight since

the component of force caused by C,a, is nearly in phase

with the acceleration. The slight diilerence in phase be-
tween the values of a, and n is the effect of the rate of change
of airplane angle of attack, For maneuvers of short duration,
this slight phase shift crwses a noticeable difference between
the action of Oha,and of a bobweight.

s4311*5&so
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The component of force due to the angular velocity of the
elevator may be very important for maneuvers of short
duration. It has the effect of reducing the stichforce
grdients in cases in which the masimum force occurs after
the elevator has reached mtium deflection.

The cases for which the results are presented iniigures 3 to 5
were chosen to show the effects of diflerent combinations
of the hinge-moment parameters subject to the designer’s
control. The parameti CjIm is the same fOr d cases. h
case Fl, the desired stick force for a steady turn is achieved
by rLbalance of relatively large negative values of C*J and

Chat. The stick forces due to these two parameters are in

opposite dwectio& so that the net value in a steady turn is
due to the d.iilerence in their eifects. In a maneuver of the
type showd in figure 1, the elevator-deflection curve leads
the normal-acceleration curve; hence oa~ has the pre-
dominating effect in the initial stages of the maneuver and
the ne@iive oh=,, h the ]a@ stag~. This fact acco~ti

for the high stick forces in the fit half of the maneuver and
the reversal of force in the second half for case .FI. The
difference is more noticeable in the shorter maneuvers. As
the duration of the maneuver decreases, the lag between

TIrne, t, SCC

FIGUBE 9.—COnrfmnentSOf6ti0kfOKQ forC&5SF4 in lMtu’o6.

airplane motion and elevator deflection becomes gmmter ond
the maximum value of the.acceleration for the given elevator
deflection becomes smaller. Both of these factors tend to
reduce the importfmce of the Chat component in the early

part of the maneuver and to increase the maximum force
required for a given maximum acceleration. This variation
of mtium force per unit mtium acceleration shown in
iigure 10 is quite large.

For case -F*, the desired stick force for steady turns is
achieved through the action of Cb8alone. All curves for Fg
would have the same magnitude for any duration of maneuver
and would be in phase with the elevator-deflection curve but
for the contribution Of oh~a. The effeCt Of OhDa hICIWW3S

with the rapidi~ of the elevator movement and causes o
phase shift in the force curve relative to the elevator ddlec-
tion, which results in a slight increase in the maximum value
for the shortest maneuver. A slight push force near the
end of the maneuver is produced by G& Figure 10 shows
that in case FZ the maximum force per tit maximum
acceleration increases as the maneuver is shorts-md although
not so much as in case F1.

The balance is achieved in case F3 through action of
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O.=, rdono. b this case, the mtium stick force ah

tributed to (?*=, is nearly in phase with the acceleration and,

consequently, the maximum value occurs after mtium
elevator deflection w-hen the elevator is being moved back
to its original position. The forces at the beginning of the
mttneuver are consequently smaller than in cases 1’1 and .Fa
and may be too small for satisfactory handling qualities.
The effect of C& is to decrease the maximum force by an

increasing amount as the maneuver becomes shor~er. The
discontinuity in the .FS curve (and also in the F, and .FJ
curvca) for the l-second maneuver rem.dts from the disap-
pearance of the Cb=t component at the completion of the

elevator motion. .Figure 10 shows that the maximum force
per unit maximum acceleration for case Fs decreaaes as the
maneuver is shortened; this fiect is primarily a result of the
nction of oh~~.
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For cnse F,, the stick force for steady turns is achieved
mainly by rLbalance of negative oh=+and bobweight effects.

As a result of the large mass unbrd~ce required, the msxi-
mum force in the l-second maneuver occurs at the end of the
elevator motion.

The stick force is achieved solely through the action of mass
unbalance, or a bobweight, in case Fs. Computations have
been made for only the l-second maneuver. The action of
the bobweight, as previously mentioned, is similar to that of
U*., but for a alight phase shift. The phaae shift for a

maneuver of short duration is suiikient to reduce the adverse
influence of O~n,. This case would show a slightly greater

decrease of ma-&num force per unit maximum acceleration
than case Fs with decreased duration of the maneuver.

The change of stick force with center-of-gravity location

for case F,, shown in figures 7 and 8, is caused by the grealmr
angular response of the airplane to a given elevator defle~
tion that occurs with reduced stability. The greatar
response changea the balance between the Ch=~and (?bJcom-

ponents. If the stick force is independent of C~t, as in case
F, and F,, the form of the stick-force curves is unchanged by
variation of the center-of-gravity location. Figure 11 shows
that the variation of mtium force per unit mtium
acceleration in a rapid maneuver with center-of-gravity
location becomes less as the value of chJ is reduced.

The adjustment of the elevatir parameters so that the
stick forces for steady turns are directly proportional to the
norrmd acceleration produced and independent of center-of-
gravity location is generally conceded to be desirable. It
appears possible from the analysis to accomplish these con-
ditions by making the stick forces depend primarily on c~a,

or on a bobweight, provided the entrance and recovery are
made slowly. It is not definitely lmown whether this con-
dition of strict proportionality is desired in maneuvers of
short duration. In these cases, however, when the entry

10
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>
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c g bcotlo~ percent chord uhead of ac.

l?IOVaE11.—Variatianofmaximumtick farmPrunitmadmumacmleratfonwitheentor-of-
~~~~. T-z SOOJUtiV-WI mfka@harm.

and recovery are of necessi~ rapid, strict proportionality
between stick force and acceleration appears impossible
because of the action of C,~b. According to figure 10, a
stickforce gradient that is independent of duration of
maneuver but varies somewhat with center-of-gravity loca-
tion can be obtained for a case intermediate between F, and
F8. This case would correspond to a certain amount of
negative oha and pOSitivO oh=’ and would&o resdt in higher

stick forces at the start of. the maneuver. A bobweight
~hat increasea the stick forces can be substituted for the
positive C%at.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

A small sticl-force gradient in steady turns can be obtained
with fairly large negative vahms of the restoring tendency
C~Jand the floating tendency C,=,, approaching those of an

unbalanced elevator. Although suitable for slow maneuvem,
this combination of parametem leads to a high initial value
followed by a reversal of the stick force in abrupt maneuvers.
This difhculty can be avoided and the stick force can bo made
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to follow, closely in phase with the airplane normal accelera-
tion during both abrupt and slow- maneuvers by decreasing
the value of C& and by making C~a~slightly positive.

If G&is made zero, the stiqk-force gradient depends enthely
on a positive value of cka~ and is untiected by the location

of the airplane center of gravity. In this condition, however,
the stick force required to initiate a maneuver maybe unde-
sirably light, In order to prevent undesirably light stick
forces at the beginning of a maneuver, a small negative C*J
must be retained.

The use of a bobweight in the elevator control system has
an effect simdar h that of increasing Chatalthough, in rapid

maneuvers, there are slight phaae differences in the stick-
force variations.

lkNQLEY MWORIAL AERONAUTICAL LABORATORY,
NATIONa ADVISORY COMIWJWHE FOE AERONAUTICS,

LANGLEY l?IELD, VA., Octobtr 1A?,1944.
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